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We have 8 Canon Pixma Pro9500 Series manuals available for free PDF download Quick Start
Manual, Manual, Supplementary Manual, Setup Instructions. This page requires Javascript. Modify
your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your browsers documentation for specific
instructions. To install your download click on the name of the downloaded file.Scroll down to see
your support options. You can also click one of these links to search our extensive Knowledge Base
or visit the Canon Community Forum. The driver may be included in your OS or you may not need a
driver. Recommended Drivers File Name Date File Size Optional Drivers File Name Date File Size
Recommended Software File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size
Recommended Manuals File Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size
Warranty repair or replacement shall not extend the original warranty period of the Product. A dated
proof of purchase is required at the time of warranty service. A copy of your dated bill of sale will
satisfy this requirement. This warranty does not cover any accessories, or any consumables, such as
paper or ink cartridges, as to which there shall be no warranty or replacement. Repairs of such
Canon brand peripheral equipment shall be governed by the terms of the Separate Warranty. The
sole warranty, if any, with respect to such nonCanon brand items is given by the manufacturer or
producer thereof. If the problem cannot be corrected over the telephone, and you elect the
InstantExchange option, a reference number will be issued to you. You will be asked for the Product
serial number and other information pertaining to your Product and for a ship — to location for the
replacement Product must include street address. The Canon USA repair facility will ship out the
replacement Product prepaid by Canon USA.

canon pro 9500 manual download.

After receipt of the replacement Product with instructions and a prepaid waybill, follow the enclosed
instructions on how to ship your product to the Canon USA repair facility. Your Product must be
returned in the shipping carton in which the replacement Product was packed and include the
reference number, A COPY OF YOUR DATED PROOF OF PURCHASE BILL OF SALE, and a complete
explanation of the problem.Canon USA does not guarantee same day shipment in the event of the
occurrence of factors beyond its reasonable control. The replacement Product you receive may be a
refurbished or reconditioned unit and will be covered for the balance of the period remaining on
your original limited warranty.InstantExchange warranty service is subject to the availability of
refurbished or new replacement units. Canon U.S.A., Inc. One Canon Park Melville, NY 11747 USA
Scroll down to easily select items to add to your shopping cart for a faster, easier checkout. Visit the
Canon Online Store Great for portrait and wedding and fine art photography prints. Great for
portrait and wedding and fine art photography prints. Package includes 50 sheets.This paper yields
a glossy finish and exceptionally right color, giving your images the look and feel of a traditional
photograph. Package includes 50 sheets.This paper yields a glossy finish and exceptionally right
color, giving your images the look and feel of a traditional photograph. Package includes 20
sheets.This paper yields a glossy finish and exceptionally right color, giving your images the look
and feel of a traditional photograph. Package includes 20 sheets.Learn about the technology behind
the paper. Learn MoreLearn about the technology behind the paper.Learn about the technology
behind the paper.Learn about the technology behind the paper.Learn about the technology behind
the paper.Learn about the technology behind the paper. Learn about the technology behind the
paper.

Photo Paper Plus SemiGloss produces vibrant images with low glare and a soft glossy finish for



photo lab quality prints right at home.Photo Paper Plus SemiGloss produces vibrant images with low
glare and a soft glossy finish for photo lab quality prints right at home.Photo Paper Plus SemiGloss
produces vibrant images with low glare and a soft glossy finish for photo lab quality prints right at
home.Photo Paper Plus SemiGloss produces vibrant images with low glare and a soft glossy finish for
photo lab quality prints right at home.Photo Paper Plus SemiGloss produces vibrant images with low
glare and a soft glossy finish for photo lab quality prints right at home.Photo Paper Plus SemiGloss
produces vibrant images with low glare and a soft glossy finish for photo lab quality prints right at
home. Normally, we will ship your order from the nearest warehouse to you.We care about the usage
of your product.We are the lifelong member of ISA and SGIA, and the verified user of PayPal as well
as approved by BBB certification.Hence, your purchase price will be ultimately attributed to the
procurement quantity. The Stepped Prices shown on the product page is as following We sincerely
expect your timely attention to the discount activities of Limited Time Offers on SigninChina.com.
For details, please click We sincerely expect your timely attention to the preferential activities on
SignInChina.com. For details, please click Will it occur any security problems concerning my
personal information As a result, PayPal enables global commerce. The general shipping time will be
3 to 7 days. Therefore, under normal situation, you will receive the items in 4 to 9 days. Is it safe
during shipping Additionally, we will purchase insurance as a gift for your package. And how to
contact the carrier express delivery company We are the lifelong member of ISA and SGIA, and the
verified user of PayPal as well as approved by BBB certification.

For details, please refer to the following Will it occur any security problems concerning my personal
information As a result, PayPal enables global commerce. For details Normally, we will ship your
order from the nearest warehouse to you.The shipping time by express is about 36 business days,
and if you choose to ship by sea, generally the shipping time is Between 10 and 30 days, depending
on the consignee address. Is it safe during shipping Additionally, we will purchase insurance as a
gift for your package. And how to contact the carrier express delivery company She is also the
authorized overseas service center by China Inkjet Printing Association, for which we have set up
overseas branches in 6 foreign countries in order to provide better service for our customers all over
the world. Our products cover all field of the AD and signage and all the products we supply are
made in accordance with international quality standards as a result that, at present, we have more
than 9,000 products online for sale. Since we implement the centralized purchasing, all the products
are quoted with competitive prices. Besides, the product quality and our service are both guaranteed
by China Inkjet Printing Association as well. This printer demonstrates to you its best execution and
high caliber of printing occupation to enable you to complete it effectively and flawlessly with no
troubles. Subsequently, you won’t lament in the wake of purchasing and bringing this printer at your
working environment since it creates best printing outcomes at whatever point you utilize this
printer. On the off chance that you are giving careful consideration to the speed of this printer when
it is all the while, at that point you will find that this printer has quick speed which implies that you
will get the printing rapidly. The printer can create for around 4 to 5 pages for every minutes in
printing 8 x 10 hued photographs and 7 to 8 pages for every minutes for 11 x 14 photographs.

This speed is sufficiently quick to deliver such an appealing and clear photograph pictures for you.
This printer can be your wagers accomplice when you are attempting to print a few records at
working environments. The Canon PIXMA Pro9500 Mark II is a sort of photograph inkjet printing
gadget that you can consider when you are searching for the best help for your photographical
business. This specific printer will have the capacity to demonstrate to you the best execution that
can make your photograph printing work complete and in addition conceivable. The exception is the
ink. Its just to make the Pro9500 a very reliable choice for a professional or severe beginner
photographer, hoping you have the extra money to pay. The ink for this printer made around an
eightcolor ink system, with cyan, yellow, magenta, black, light cyan, light magenta, red, and green
inks. The latest two inks are intended to increase the range of colors the printer can print associated



with printers with just four or six ink colors. The two black cartridges deliver the printer both a
matte black for nonglossy paper and a photo black for glossy paper. The gray cartridge gives it much
simpler to print blackandwhite photos with grays that shade smoothly. All of those things make the
printer of interest to everyone who prints monochrome photos. Thats still less than half as fast as the
PIXMA Pro9000. Colour accuracy and contrast are compelling on matte photo media, with real
output for landscapes and portraits. Click Next, and then wait while the installer draws out the data
to get ready for installment on your computer or laptop. In Windows Update, update the OS and
Internet Explorer to the latest version. If the printer driver is installed in Windows 8, and if Windows
8 is upgraded to Windows 8.1 while keeping the printer driver installed, Enable bidirectional support
in the printer properties may be deselected, disabling detection of the ink level, etc.

Reinstall the printer driver after upgrading to Windows 8.1 and Enable bidirectional support is
selected. You may download and use the Content solely for your personal, noncommercial use and at
your own risks. Canon shall not be held liable for any damages whatsoever in connection with the
Content, including, without limitation, indirect, consequential, exemplary or incidental damages. You
shall also not and shall not let others reproduce, modify, reformat or create derivative works from
the Content, in whole or in part. Canon PIXMA PRO10S is taking Canon to another level of printing.
Just like the rest of the Canon printers, this inkjet photo printer is also armed with Canon FINE
technology that allows the consumers to produce beautiful outputs. The more fascinating about this
device is because this printer is prepared with ten different tanks of color palettes. Now you can
deliver colorful images without worrying about the offensive output. Those colors are photo black,
matte black, grey, cyan, photo cyan, magenta, photo magenta, yellow, red, and chroma optimizer to
smoothen your output. This printer is also using Canon LUCIA ink system that will preserve your
images even better. The four pl minimum droplet size serves you with its best performance as well.
You can download a driver on the links we provided. Select it and press Continue. When you have
already completed the downloading process, it will be saved in the certain folder. Do not worry, the
installation will be started automatically. Find a minus sign on it. If find any broken link or some
problem with this printer please let us know, we will fix it as soon as possible. You don’t have to go
to the official Canon site, simple way to download it, just click on the link that we have provided, and
don’t forget to follow the manual instruction or you can download a user manual for your printer on
this link below. Find out more. Okay, thanks. Canon claims the Mark II is 1.5x faster than its
predecessor.

Heres what weve discovered. Three black inks gray, black and matte black enhance the density
range black and white printing. Canon claims prints have image permanence ratings up to 100 years
on display not stored in the dark. The printer provides a rear photo tray for standard weight sheets
and a front tray feeding mechanism for heavier art paper. No Ethernet or FireWire. OneYear Tollfree
technical phone support Canon does not include one. A printing surface is sized on what are often
100 percent rag sheets to receive the ink. They offer a different look for you images, mimicking
everything from black and white printing to canvas. The Pro9500 Mark II can handle single sheets
up to 1.2mm thick in the front tray. Fine arts papers sacrifice that range for special effects that may
make more of an impression for some images. Basis Weight or Substance is the weight in pounds of
a ream of the paper 500 sheets in a standard size. When a paper is described as 25 lb., it means a
ream weighs 25 pounds. Simple as that. You should always let a new package of paper acclimate to
your environment. Printers need a warm room to function properly and your paper should sit in that
warm room with your printer for about two days before you try using it. General recommendations
are 6075 degrees F and 40 to 60 percent humidity if youre comfortable, the papers comfortable.
Some heavily textured papers must be brushed free of paper lint before they go through your
printer. Any sheets you stack should be fanned to separate them and get some air between them,
avoiding doubles and making feeding more reliable. Swellable sheets will swell on contact with the
moisture of your fingertips and porous sheets will actually draw that moisture in. The Pro9000 Mark



II dye option or the PRo9500 Mark II pigment option raises the question of how to evaluate that
choice. But youd still be sitting there in the best of all possible worlds wondering what the
advantages are of each. Lets look.

Neither light nor ozone gas fading bother them nearly as much as dyes. And despite the advances
made by dye inks that bring their dark storage longevity well into three digits, pigments still do
better when displayed. More typically, the glassframed print longevity is 104 years for Semigloss
and 95 years for Photo Rag, but 190 years for both when framed with a UV filter. Dyes have to dry
before you can evaluate the image. Delivered in an ink vehicle that swells the gel layer of the photo
paper on contact, dyes change appearance as the vehicle evaporates and the gel shrinks back down.
For one thing, pigment particles are larger than dye molecules and scatter more light. They deliver a
smaller color gamut than dyes and are noticeably less intensely colored with less deep blacks than
equivalent dye images. To avoid that, pigment printers flush the head much more frequently. With
expensive pigment ink. The effect, commonly called bronzing, is almost like a solarization of the
image. To avoid the problem, some manufacturers lay a Gloss Optimizer over the image so light is
reflected uniformly. Other manufacturers simply recommend not using a swellable glossy paper.
Pigments have a hard time on glossy surfaces, where uniformity is difficult to achieve. Two ink
colors might match under one light source, for example, but be easily distinguished under another.
Or, more commonly observed, the print will look fine under fluorescent lighting and appear with a
color cast in sunlight. This is not quite the same issue as the gloss problem, although metameric
failure can be noticed just by changing the angle of view of a print, too. Generally, this problem has
become far less of an issue than when pigments were first offered. But there is no workaround you
can employ. The Canonsupplied ICC profiles for the Pro9000 Mark II dye printer, for example,
include all of the companys swellable sheets in addition to the fine arts papers.

But the pigmentbased Pro9500 Mark II offers far fewer options. There isnt a high gloss solution for
pigmented inks, although printing on porous glossy paper is as good as it gets. Porous papers with
dyes do very poorly for longevity, however, primarily from gas fading. The only difference, from the
outside, is the color of the plastic body. The grays of the Pro9000 become the black of the Pro9500.
And the PIXMA badge on top is gold on the Pro9500 where it is silver on the Pro9000. Wheels at
each rear corner make it easy to reposition the printer. Theres no fancy touch screen or menu
system on the Pro9500 Mark II. Its designed to do one thing well. The i9900 had a FireWire port that
we miss on the Pro9500, which connects only through its USB 2.0 HiSpeed connection or the
PictBridge port in the front. The rollers in the back of the unit made it very easy to navigate the
printer to the edge of our utility table. And Canons cartridge design makes it a snap to install the ink
cartridges. Ten, to be precise. Profiles for all the fine arts papers were provided Museum Etching,
Photo Rag, Premium Matte and Semigloss as well as Canons Pro Platinum paper, although as a
swellable glossy sheet it cant be construed as a recommendation. We printed on Kodak Ultra in High
Gloss with very good results. It stands to reason, after all, because these papers were designed for
Kodaks pigment printers. We simply used the Platinum profile, although Kodak recommends the
Photo Paper Plus Glossy or Photo Paper Pro profiles for Canon printers presumably dyebased. The
first sheet repeatedly makes four forward nudges before it rolls the paper back. The second sheet
seems to confirm the first sheets changes. You dont do this much, so it isnt an issue, but do allow
some time for it. That includes bouts with Epson, HP and Kodak printers. The real question is
whether or not its still worth the tradeoffs to go pigment with dyes having improved so much. Color
was faithful using the included profiles.

The machine was quiet while printing, although it did a lot of ink mixing and flushing as pigment
printers do. We encountered no jams using either the rear or front feeds. Front feeding is identical
to the Pro9000 Mark II. We did misalign one sheet but carefully butting the sheet against the side
guide eliminates that problem. But they were hardly worth remarking. And viewing the image



straight on, you dont see it. It takes quite an oblique angle in strong light to notice at all. And we
were looking for it. But again, only at an angle, and only because we were looking for it. Swellable
papers seemed to recapture their sheen by the next day but porous sheets remained a bit duller than
their dye counterparts. And there is a wider color gamut on the Pro9000. So we can certainly
appreciate Canons recommendation not to print on glossy with the Pro9500, although we dont think
it need be religiously observed. Wider gamut on with the Pro9000 r dyes. In fact, we began
wondering if the world is really a glossy or a matte place. The matte images on the fine arts papers
had a richness and warmth we started to miss on the harder glossy sheets. It was almost the
difference of moving from RC paper to fiber paper. Suddenly the images came alive with texture we
hadnt appreciated on the glossy prints. We particularly liked Photo Rag for our black and whites.
Even in large, flat, light skies there was only the effect of a watercolor wash, no dots. We had to look
hard at the highlights of a very high contrast print to see any dot pattern at all. As we noted, we
were able to use the glossy paper profile reliably with the Kodak porous glossy sheets. And the fine
arts surfaces cover semigloss, matte, rag and heavily textured sheets. A pigment printer, after all, is
built for printing on porous art paper and while the standard Canon profiles will get you close,
theres nothing like a custom profile for a special paper.

One reason, of course, is the Margin 35 requirement for the heavy sheets we were using. But the
mixing and flushing we constantly heard from the Pro9500 worried us that without doing anything at
all, wed have empty cartridges at the end of the week. Not so. Its methodical and quick but it doesnt
shake the table like some printers. Generally, expect it to take about 10 minutes or so for a 13x19
print. You will notice the mixing and flushing, but otherwise it sits silently until you give it something
to do. And the soft sound of the print head traversing the width of the paper somewhat calms you
down so you can bear the excitement until the print is delivered. Somewhat, yes. We do, however,
make note of maintenance requirements cited in the user manuals. Ink is flushed to the blotter when
you clean the print head, for example. Paper feeding was reliable if a bit burdensome for fine art
papers. And Canon supplies profiles for all the papers it recommends for pigment inks. But dyes
have challenged pigment sufficiently in print permanence that they remain preferred for printing on
glossy sheets. We have Canon s2is PowerShot S IS Digital Camera manuals available for free PDF
download User Manual, Software Starter Manual, Software Manual Canon s2is PowerShot S IS
Digital Camera User Manual pages Canon PowerShot S IS Service Manual Book Added on June 15,
Canon PowerShot S IS Service Manual covers Repair Guide, Troubleshooting, Parts List, Exploded
canon s2is service manual diagram, Wiring Diagram, Schematics, Assembly and Service manuals
and parts lists can help you service your imaging products. Parts lists are one of the most needed
and useful canon s2is service manual tools for many techs. Canon S2IS Service Manual canon s2is
service manual includes exploded views to help locate parts. CANON Service Manuals The quickest
method for finding the service manual you need for your model is to use the Search canon s2is
service manual Box above.

Kamera Station Einfach canon s2is service manual alles Ihre Kamera Handy Reparatur Service. A
multinational corporation based in Tokyo, Japan. Page Technical Documents Application This
CDROM is issued by Canon Inc. For qualified persons to learn technical theory and product repair.
CANON iP XX Scope This manual has been issued by Canon Inc. CANON PIXMA MG2900 SERIES
GETTING STARTED Pdf. Canon Camera Service Repair Manuals. Canon S2IS Service Manual Part
Catalog Powershot. Canon PowerShot S2 IS Review Digital Photography. Contact Support Canon
Canada. CANON Service Manuals Service Manual net. CXDI 40G PACT Service Manual. Canon EOS
Kiss X7 Canon. Pro9500 Mark II Service Manual. CANON POWERSHOT S2 IS PARTS Service
Manual. CANON EOS D60 SERVICE MANUAL Pdf Download. Mg6230 service manual Canon
PowerShot S2is REPAIR DISSASSEMLY Manual. Download DriverDoc now to easily update Canon
Drivers in just a few clicks.The builtin driver supports the basic functions of your Canon PIXMA
Pro9500 hardware. Click here to see how to install the builtin drivers. This tool does all of the work



for you by downloading and updating your PIXMA Pro9500 drivers automatically, preventing you
from installing the wrong drivers for your operating system version. Even more, our database of over
2,150,000 drivers updated daily allows you to keep not only your Canon Printer drivers updated, but
the rest of your PC drivers as well. What Operating Systems are Compatible with PIXMA Pro9500
Drivers. PIXMA Pro9500 is fully supported on Windows. How do I Update PIXMA Pro9500 Drivers.
Most advanced PC users can update PIXMA Pro9500 device drivers through manual updates via
Device Manager, or automatically by downloading a driver update utility. What are Benefits and
Risks Associated with Updating PIXMA Pro9500 Drivers. Updated drivers can unlock Printer
features, increase PC performance, and maximize your hardwares potential.

Risks of installing the wrong PIXMA Pro9500 drivers can lead to system crashes, decreased
performance, and overall instability. About The Author Jay Geater is the President and CEO of
Solvusoft Corporation, a global software company focused on providing innovative utility software.
He is a lifelong computer geek and loves everything related to computers, software, and new
technology. Top 3 Similar Drivers to Canon PIXMA Pro9500 Pro Series Canon PIXMA Pro Series
PRO1 Printer Subscription autorenews at the end of the term Learn more. All Rights Reserved. This
website is using cookies. By continuing to browse, you are agreeing to our use of cookies as
explained in our Privacy Policy. I Agree. We have a commitment to excellence and exceptional
attention to detail in everything we do.We have a commitment to excellence and exceptional
attention to detail in everything we do. This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings
to allow Javascript to execute. See your browsers documentation for specific instructions. Click here
We apologize for this inconvenience and are addressing the issue. Please try again shortly.


